In this work we introduce a class of relativistic models for nuclear matter and neutron stars which exhibits a parametrization, through mathematical constants, of the nonlinear meson-baryon couplings. For appropriate choices of the parameters, it recovers current quantum hadrodynamics models found in the literature: the Walecka model and Zimanyi-Moszkowski models ͑ZM and ZM3͒. For other choices of parameters, the models give very interesting and new physical results. The phenomenology of neutron stars in ZM models is presented and compared to the phenomenology obtained in other versions of the Walecka model. We have found that the ZM3 model is too soft, and predicts a very small maximum neutron star mass, ϳ0.72M ᭪ . A strong similarity between the results of ZM-like models and those with exponential couplings is noted. The sensibility of the results to the specific choice of the values for the binding energy and saturation density is pointed out. Finally, we discuss the very intense scalar condensates found in the interior of neutron stars, which may lead to negative effective masses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the first pulsar in 1968 ͓1͔ and its identification as a rotating neutron star, the structure, composition, dynamics, and evolution of these astrophysical objects became important themes of theoretical and phenomenological research. According to an early suggestion ͓2͔, neutron stars evolve from an initially hot protoneutron star that forms in the collapse of a massive star in the supernova phenomenon. At densities exceeding that of nuclear matter, important static properties of a neutron star, such as the mass-radius relation, the crust extent, the distribution of the stellar moments of inertia, and the central density, may be determined by its equation of state ͑EOS͒ ͓3͔.
During this period, there was a continuous enhancement concerning relativistic microscopic calculations of the EOS of neutron stars, improving our understanding of the structure of these stellar objects. In particular, any theory must at least account for a neutron star as massive as the most massive observed pulsar; the knowledge of pulsar masses provides a very important constraint on the theory.
More recent calculations based on relativistic properties of nuclear matter at high densities indicate that the equations of state are considerable stiffer than those predicted by nonrelativistic approaches. As a result, the mass of a neutron star is believed to be at least as large as (1.6-2.1)M ᭪ .
From the theoretical point of view, quantum chromodynamics ͑QCD͒ represents the most profound description of the strong interaction and would be the ideal tool for neutron star applications. However, the highly nonlinear behavior of QCD at the hadronic energy scales inhibits any practical calculations leading most theorists to search for phenomenological descriptions of the structure of nuclear matter. One of these alternative approaches is quantum hadrodynamics ͑QHD͒ ͓4͔, a relativistic quantum field theory based on a local Lagrangian density which uses baryon and meson fields as the relevant degrees of freedom. This model provides a consistent theoretical framework for describing such a relativistic interacting many-body system and, based on it, Glendenning presented ͓5͔ a very comprehensive treatment of the matter in neutron stars, using an extended version which included leptons and the fundamental baryonic octet.
Alternative versions of the Walecka model, namely the Boguta-Bodmer ͑BB͒ ͓6͔ and Zimanyi-Moszkowski ͑ZM͒ models ͓7,8͔, were developed to improve the description of the nucleon effective mass M Ã ͑too low͒ and compression modulus of nuclear matter K ͑too high͒ as attained with the original approach. Boguta and Bodmer introduced cubic and quartic scalar self-interactions in the Lagrangian while the ZM models heightened the delineation of these quantities by replacing the Yukawa scalar coupling term by a derivative coupling contribution. This derivative coupling may be interpreted alternatively as a phenomenological coupling between the scalar neutral meson and the nucleon fields through the introduction of a baryon density dependence in the scalar, vector, and isovector coupling constants of the theory ͓9, 10͔ .
In this work we analyze the structure of neutron stars by introducing a QHD Lagrangian with a parametrized meson coupling contribution ͓11͔. This phenomenological approach contains high-order self-coupling contributions of the meson fields, and permits one, in particular, to restore the results obtained with Walecka, ZM, and ZM3 models by making suitable choices of the values of the mathematical parameters of the theory. The control of the analytical form of the couplings allows us to investigate other values of these parameters which give new physical results. By extending the formalism to include hyperons and leptons, we investigate several static bulk properties of neutron stars using the Walecka, ZM, and ZM3 models, the latter two being applied to this problem for the first time. As we have a class of models, we are able to relate nuclear matter and neutron star properties. In particular, we have found that some of the studied models describe very strong scalar fields in the interior of the neutron stars, leading to a negative nucleon effective mass.
II. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEUTRON STAR MATTER
In the evolution of the protoneutron star, many different reactions can occur. The electric charge and baryon number are conserved on a long-time scale in comparison to the lifetime of the star. In the core of the protoneutron star, the Fermi energy of the nucleons exceed the hyperon masses and these particles can be produced in strong interaction processes with conservation of strangeness in reactions such that
nϩn→nϩ⌳ϩK. ͑1͒
However, strangeness is not conserved on the time scale of the star, since there occurs a diffusion of neutrinos and photons to the surface of the star: processes like
can no longer be reversed, and a net strangeness appears. In this evolution process, the star reaches chemical equilibrium, a degenerate state where, from the point of view of its hadronic and leptonic composition, further reactions are not possible. As an example, in an ideal degenerate system of protons, neutrons, and electrons at chemical equilibrium, particle levels are filled in such a way that neutron beta decay or proton inverse beta decay are not energetically favored.
In general, if one takes into account the fundamental baryon octet and lepton degrees of freedom ͑electrons and muons͒, the following chemical equilibrium equation then holds ͑see the Appendix͒:
where iϭp,n,⌳,⌺ 0 ,⌺ Ϫ ,⌺ ϩ ,⌶ Ϫ ,⌶ 0 ,e,; q b,i represents the baryon number, and q e,i the electric charge of species i. In this way, the conditions for ␤ equilibrium can be summarized as
Additionally to these chemical equilibrium conditions, we have to take into account that a neutron star is electrically neutral ͓5,12͔. This easily follows from the balance between the repulsive electrical and the attractive gravitational forces.
III. BOGUTA-BODMER MODEL

A. Theory
In this section we study baryon and lepton populations in neutron stars by using the Boguta-Bodmer model with hyperon degrees of freedom. In spite of this study having already been done ͓5͔, we reproduce its main results as a guide for the development in Sec. IV of our new class of nonlinear relativistic models.
The BB model describes the complex fermionic composition of neutron stars as a generalization of the , , and theory:
This Lagrangian density describes a system of eight baryons
coupled to three mesons (, , ) and two free lepton species (lϭe Ϫ , Ϫ ). The scalar and vector coupling constants in the theory, g (,) , and the coefficients b and c are determined to reproduce, at saturation density 0 ϭ0.15 fm Ϫ3 , the binding energy of nuclear matter, BϭϪ16 MeV, the compression modulus of nuclear matter, Kϭ250 MeV, and the nucleon effective mass, M Ã /M ϭ0.75. In fact, the values for these two last quantities are not well established, and we have just taken the most used values in the literature of the BB model. Additionally, to describe the symmetry energy coefficient, a 4 ϭ32. 
where M B *()ϵM B Ϫg B is the effective mass of the baryonic species B. Furthermore, by applying the mean-field approximation, the 0 , 03 , and meson field equations for uniform static matter are
where we defined the ratio between meson-hyperon and meson-nucleon coupling constants as (,, ) ,B ϵ g (,, ) ,B g (,, ) . ͑11͒
In these equations, the baryon source terms have been replaced by their ground-state values. The EOS is obtained from the ground-state expectation value of the time and space components of the diagonal energy-momentum tensor. The energy density and pressure of the system are given, in the BB model, by
.
͑16͒
In the following we present the results obtained with this model.
B. Results
In numerical calculations with the BB model we have considered matter with and without hyperons, in order to understand how these strange species affect the neutron star properties.
Matter with nucleons, hyperons, and leptons
Figure 1, panels ͑a͒-͑d͒, shows baryon and lepton populations and field strengths as functions of the total baryon density for two different ratios: ϭͱ2/3 1 and ϭ1 ͑univer-sal coupling͒. From expression ͑14͒ for the baryon chemical potential we can see that the charge term in the eigenvalue determines whether a species is charge favored or unfavored, and the isospin term determines whether a species is isospin favored or not. Baryons with the same sign of the electric charge as the proton are unfavored; baryons with the same sign of its isospin projection are favored ͑note that g 03 Ͻ0).
At high densities (ϳ0.8 fm Ϫ3 ) the ⌳ hyperon becomes the most populous species for the case ϭͱ2/3 ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. In Fig. 1͑b͒ we see that the electron chemical potential reaches a maximum value at ϳ200 MeV and begins to decrease due to the reduction of the electron population. At ϳ1.5 fm Ϫ3 the nucleon effective mass is still at 200 MeV. In Fig. 1͑c͒ , we see that increasing the meson-hyperon coupling constant ͑from ͱ2/3 to 1͒ corresponds to an early emergence of the particles. In comparison with the results of Fig. 1͑a͒ , we can see that the leptons have a greater population in this case and that the neutron population remains always as the most important in the system. The electron chemical potential and Ϫg 03 saturates around 200 MeV in Fig. 1͑d͒ , and the nucleon effective mass behaves similarly to the case ϭͱ2/3.
Matter with nucleons and leptons
In the sequence of the analysis of the results of Fig. 1 , panel ͑e͒ shows baryon and lepton populations and the corresponding chemical potentials when we exclude hyperon degrees of freedom. In this case, since charge neutrality is kept only by the p ϩ , e Ϫ , and Ϫ particles, the lepton population increases in the domain of densities shown in the fig-ure. Also, we note the increase of the nucleon effective mass, which means a less intense scalar field when compared to the previous cases. This indicates that the introduction of hyperons enhances the scalar meson condensation.
Neutron star properties
We are able now to find numerical results for the EOS using Eqs. ͑15͒ and ͑16͒. However, this EOS corresponds to neutron star matter densities (10 13 -10 15 g/cm 3 ) and should FIG. 1. Fermionic populations and field strengths in the BB model for matter with hyperons ͓panels ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ correspond to ϭͱ2/3 and panels ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ to ϭ1͔ and without them ͓panels ͑e͒ and ͑f͔͒.
be supplemented by EOS's from other models for subnuclear densities: we adopt the approach developed in Ref. ͓14͔ in the density interval 2ϫ10 3 Ϫ1ϫ10 11 g/cm 3 , and in the range 1ϫ10 11 Ϫ2ϫ10 13 g/cm 3 we use the EOS presented in Ref. ͓15͔ . Combining these EOS's with the TolmanOppenheimer-Volkoff ͑TOV͒ equations ͓16,17͔, we may determine the mass of a neutron star as a function of its central density; the radius R is obtained with the condition that the pressure is null at the surface of the star, p(R)ϭ0. We have found values for the mass and radius of different neutron star sequences as a function of the central density c .
The conversion of nucleons into hyperons reduces the Fermi pressure associated with the baryons, softening the equation of state and lowering, as a consequence, the maximum mass of a neutron star sequence. In Fig. 2͑a͒ , we see the neutron star mass and central density relations for the situations analyzed above. The results indicate, as expected, that the presence of hyperons causes a diminution of the maximum mass of a neutron star sequence.
Typical results for the mass-radius relation are shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Our results indicate that neutron populations are, in general, dominant. However, in the case with ϭͱ2/3 we obtained important contribution from the ⌳ hyperons in the inner regions of the star. Moreover, we obtained ϳ11 km for the radius of the star with hyperons, and ϳ12 km without these particles.
IV. MODELS WITH DERIVATIVE COUPLINGS
The BB model has two additional coupling constants b and c, associated with self-interactions of the neutral meson scalar field. This allows a very good description of two important properties of nuclear matter, the compression modulus and the nucleon effective mass, which concern the highdensity behavior of the equation of state. However, some authors argued that the model suffers from a serious problem: the constant c has negative values for several entries of M Ã and K, allowing the energy density to become unbounded from below for large values of the scalar meson mean field, leading to unphysical behavior ͓18͔.
In the derivative coupling model, introduced in 1990 ͓7͔, the deficiencies of the original Walecka approach were eliminated at the cost of making the theory nonrenormalizable. ZM models were used in the description of static properties of neutron stars ͓19͔, ⌬ excitations in nuclear matter ͓20͔, bulk properties of finite nuclei ͓10͔, in-medium quark and gluon condensates and restoration of chiral symmetry ͓21͔, and thermodynamic properties of nuclear matter ͓22,23͔.
The authors of Ref. ͓7͔ presented two additional versions of the derivative coupling model. These three models are known as ZM, ZM2, and ZM3 ͓8,9͔. Concerning the description of static properties of nuclear matter, the ZM2 model does not exhibit fundamental differences from the ZM model, and will not be considered in the present study.
The Lagrangian density of the ZM and ZM3 models can be written in the general form
͑18͒
Expression ͑17͒ reproduces the Lagrangian density of the Walecka, ZM, and ZM3 models with the following replacements ͓9͔:
Note that in the ZM models we have m Ã M ϵM Ϫg Ã .
FIG. 2. Panel ͑a͒:
Neutron star mass as a function of the central density for matter with ͑curve I corresponds to ϭͱ2/3, and curve II to ϭ1) and without ͑curve III͒ hyperons. Panel ͑b͒: mass-radius relation ͓same labels as in panel ͑a͔͒.
The resulting field equations are
A peculiar aspect of the ZM3 model is the coupling between the scalar and vector meson fields ͓8͔, a kind of coupling which is not present in other QHD models ͑Walecka, BB, and ZM͒. The scalar and vector mean-field potentials are defined to be SϵϪg Ã and Vϵg Ã 0 . In these models, the expressions for the energy density and pressure are equivalent to the corresponding expressions ͑15͒ and ͑16͒ of the BB model, with bϭcϭ0 and the replacements shown in Eq.
͑19͒.
The values of the scalar (g /m ) 2 and vector (g /m ) 2 coupling constants which reproduce the saturation density 0 ϭ0.15 fm Ϫ3 and the saturation energy BϭϪ16 MeV, in the cases of the ZM and ZM3 models, are shown in Table I ; the table also contains the values of the nucleon effective mass, the compression modulus of nuclear matter, the scalar and vector mean fields S and V for both models, and values for the isovector coupling constant (g /m ) 2 which reproduce the symmetry energy coefficient a 4 ϭ32.5 MeV. The ZM and ZM3 models produce higher values for the nucleon effective mass since the coupling constants g Ã and g Ã decrease with increasing density. These models also predict a softer equation of state when compared to the corresponding results for the Walecka and BB models ͑lower compression modulus͒.
After the work of Zimanyi and Moszkowski, many authors started to explore extensively the freedom in the choice of the meson-baryon interaction. Based on these works, in this paper we introduce a new class of models which enables us to make direct comparisons among the properties of nuclear matter and neutron stars.
V. A CLASS OF NONLINEAR RELATIVISTIC MODELS
In this section we present a new class of relativistic hadronic models which exhibits a nonlinear parametrization of the intensity of the meson couplings, and incorporates some QHD models found in the literature. We study, through this comprehensive approach, the influence of nonlinear mesonnucleon couplings in the nucleon effective mass, the compression modulus of nuclear matter, and static properties of neutron stars.
A. Phenomenological Lagrangians
Koepf et al. ͓24͔ studied the contribution of the term L N ϭM Ã () using several nonlinear functional forms for M Ã (); Glendenning et al. ͓19͔ analyzed a coupling term of the type M Ã ϭM Ϫg /(1ϩg /2M ). In these studies the authors assumed, at first order in g /M , a similar expression for the nucleon effective mass as introduced by Walecka: M */M ϳ1Ϫg /M . These different models just add scalar self-coupling corrections terms to the corresponding expression of the Walecka model.
On the basis of the various approaches found in the literature, we propose a new phenomenological Lagrangian with a nonlinear parametrization, through mathematical constraints (, ␤, and ␥ parameters͒, of the analytical form of the meson-baryon couplings,
where
In these expressions, we assume , ␤, and ␥ as real and positive numbers, since this is the range of best phenomenology. As discussed in the Sec. IV, essentially what was done is the introduction of a rescaling of the scalar and vector coupling terms of the Walecka model. For instance, in the case of the scalar contribution we have made the replacement
Values of the coupling constants, the nucleon effective mass, the compression modulus of the nuclear matter, and scalar and vector potentials at saturation density ͑ZM and ZM3 models͒. Similar interaction terms may be associated to the vector and isovector sector of the Lagrangian density. Note that we have assumed a universal coupling by setting g (,, )B →g (,, ) . Table II exhibits the correspondence between this model and the other models discussed in this work with specific values of , ␤, and ␥. One of the main intentions of the present study is to consider values of these parameters which give better results for nuclear matter and neutron star properties when compared to the corresponding results of the traditional models discussed in this work. As far as we know, the first extensions of the ZM-like models to applications to neutron star matter with the inclusion of hyperons (⌳,⌺ Ϫ ) and leptons was done in Ref. ͓25͔. Here we consider these known models as well as intermediate values of the parameters of our nonlinear coupling, to obtain results for neutron star properties and relate them to nuclear matter saturation observables.
Using the mean-field approximation, the field equations in our approach become
where F B (), G B (), and H B () are given by
and
From the eigenvalues of the Dirac equation, the Fermi energy is
The expressions for the scalar and vector potentials ͑S͒ and ͑V͒ are SϭϪm *g , Vϭm ␤ *g 0 .
͑35͒
We can see that this model allows some control on the intensity of the scalar and vector mesons mean-field potentials. 
As we will see below, for and/or ␤ϭ␥Ͼ2 the results of this model do not strongly differ from the results of the model with exponential coupling. In this work, we shall consider two cases. ͑i͒ Scalar ͑case S): in this case we consider variations of with ␤ϭ␥ϭ0; this case contains the results of the Walecka and ZM models.
͑ii͒ Scalar-vector ͑case S-V): in this case we consider variations of , with ␤ϭ␥ϭ; Walecka and ZM3 models belong to this category.
Note that the models we are discussing may be uniquely specified by the parameter. The Walecka model belongs to both categories, because in this model the mathematical parameters , ␤, and ␥ are null; however, it does not present scalar-vector interaction contributions.
B. Nuclear properties
We determine the coupling constants g ,, /m ,, in this model by following the same procedure presented in Sec. III. For each case, S and S-V, we obtain numerical values for g /m , g /m , M Ã , and K as functions of . Thus we can also determine g /m . Figure 3 exhibits the dependence of the coupling constants on the parameter; it is interesting to note the regular relative behavior of the coupling constants (g /m ) 2 and (g /m )
2 . The results indicate that the scalar case suffers a -dependent saturation process in a small range of values for this parameter. On the other hand, the results also reveal that the scalar-vector case exhibits a wider range of values of . Figure 4 presents the relation between the compression modulus and the nucleon effective mass, KϫM */M , for the S and S-V cases. From the results, one can see that lower values of the compression modulus correspond to higher val- ues of the nucleon effective mass: to understand this behavior one should remember that the repulsive mean-field vector potential V is proportional to M ϪM *. From the results found in the literature ͓26͔, the nucleon effective mass and the compression modulus should be in the range 0.6 ϽM */M Ͻ0.7 and 200ϽKϽ300 MeV. As stressed above, the scalar case leads to a narrow interval of values of while the scalar-vector case has a broader range. Accordingly, case S gives reasonable results in the range ϳ0.05Ϫ0.07 and case S-V gives better results for ϳ0.16-0.4. The analysis also reveals the strong similarity between the results of ZMlike models (ϭ1) and those with exponential couplings (→ϱ).
C. Neutron star properties
In this section we consider the determination of neutron stars properties using our class of nonlinear models with the inclusion of hyperon and lepton degrees of freedom. Following the same procedure of Sec. III, we solve a system of transcendental equations taking into account chemical equilibrium, baryon number, and electric charge conservation and the equation for the field. We then obtain the EOS for our system. The resulting expressions for the energy density and pressure are, again, similar to Eqs. ͑15͒ and ͑16͒ but with bϭcϭ0 and M B Ã ϭM B Ϫg B Ã . Combining this EOS with the TOV equations, we obtain values for static properties of neutron stars ͑mass, radius, and baryon composition, among others͒ as functions of the central density.
Here we explicitly present the neutron star phenomenology for the Walecka and Zimanyi-Moszkowski models, namely, the original ZM and also the variant ZM3 model. The predictions for neutron star masses as a function of the central density in Walecka, ZM, and ZM3 models are shown in Fig. 5 . The ZM model predicts a maximum mass of approximately 1.6M ᭪ , in the limit of acceptability for the mass of a pulsar. In particular, the ZM3 model is very soft, and predicts a very small maximum neutron star mass, ϳ0.72M ᭪ .
It may be surprising, at first glance, that the maximum neutron star mass for the Walecka model with hyperons (2.77M ᭪ ) exceeds the well-known result (2.6M ᭪ ) found in Ref. ͓4͔ for stars composed of just neutrons, since the addition of other particles softens the EOS, lowering the resulting star mass. This apparent contradiction can be explained by the extreme sensibility of this kind of theory on the specific choice of the values of the binding energy and saturation density. The authors cited above used BϭϪ15.75 MeV and 0 ϭ0.19 fm Ϫ3 ; with this choice we were able to reproduce their results. However, with our choice for these quantities, which is widely used in the recent literature, for the mass of a star composed only by neutrons we obtain the value 3.05M ᭪ , that is, a difference of almost a half solar mass. Using the constants from ͓4͔ (a 4 ϭ33.6 MeV), we obtain 2.33M ᭪ for the mass of a neutron star with the inclusion of hyperons and leptons. In this way, extrapolation for neutron star densities from the fitting of B and 0 at saturation needs more precision in the choice of the values for these quantities. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the chemical potentials and field intensities only for Walecka and ZM models, since the ZM3 model gives a poor description of neutron star masses. These results should be compared to the corresponding one obtained with the BB model. We observe the same saturation of the electron chemical potential at ϳ200 MeV for the ZM and BB models with universal coupling ͓see Fig.  1͑d͔͒ . The known problem of negative effective mass ͓27-29͔ manifests itself dramatically in panel ͑a͒ for the Walecka model. We discuss this point in Sec. V D.
In Fig. 7 the populations in a system consisting of hyperons, nucleons, and leptons, for the Walecka and ZM models, are shown. Walecka's baryonic distribution stabilizes after ϳ1.0 fm Ϫ3 , and all species appear up till ϳ0.7 fm Ϫ3 , which is approximately the density where ͉S͉ exceeds M. The lepton populations never vanish in the ZM distribution, and even at ϳ1.2 fm Ϫ3 baryonic species are emerging. Essentially, these differences are due to the strength of the scalar potential in these two models. Since a particle is created only when
a large scalar field favors the early emergence of particles. In Fig. 8 the predictions of the ZM model for the radial distribution of the different lepton and baryon species is presented. We now analyze our new class of models allowing variations of the parameter. Tables III and IV show results for the radius, redshift (z), and hyperon/baryon ratio for the maximum mass of a neutron star sequence for a given ; we present some nuclear matter properties as well. In Fig. 9 we show the dependence of the maximum mass with this parameter. One can see that some models corresponding to the S-V case predict very small neutron star masses, lower than the masses of all pulsars found until now. We again observe the similarity of predictions associated with the ZM model compared to the one with exponential couplings. Figure 10 exhibits the dependence of the maximum mass of a neutron star of a sequence with the compression modulus and nucleon effective mass at saturation density in the S and S-V cases. In both cases, in general, a less compressible matter ͑higher K) corresponds to a higher maximum neutron star mass. Weaker scalar potentials correspond to higher values of the nucleon effective mass; since the former is also directly related to the compression modulus, the maximum neutron star mass decreases with M Ã . In spite of the fact that the two cases represent different descriptions of the neutron star problem, the figure shows that, for a fixed value of the compression modulus there correspond very close values of the neutron star mass; opposite to this, for different values of the star mass there corresponds the same value of the nucleon effective mass. This result indicates that the predictions of neutron star masses based mainly on the compression modulus are more model independent than those based on the nucleon effective mass. From Table IV , we see that, for Ͻ0.5 in the S-V case, we have obtained negative values for the nucleon effective mass, which corresponds to a density region for which the strength of the scalar condensate exceeds the free mass of the nucleon, ͉S͉ϾM .
D. Negative effective mass
The nucleon effective mass is a dynamical quantity and expresses the screening of the baryon masses by the scalar meson condensate. In our approach, by analyzing the general expression for the baryon effective mass,
in the limit g →ϱ, we see that only in case у1 this quantity does not vanish or become negative. Some internal constraints in the theory can avoid this, as in the well-known case of the Walecka model without hyperons ͓4͔. However, as we add more and more baryonic species we open the possibility for the scalar potential ͉S͉ to become greater than the free masses. Let us introduce the scalar field equation in Eq. ͑37͒, for the Walecka case, to obtain a better understanding of the problem; we obtain
Radial distribution of the different leptonic and baryonic species in the ZM model. TABLE III. Stellar properties for the S case: c is the central density, M Ã is the star mass, R Ã is the star radius, S is the scalar potential in the star center, z is a redshift; Y /A is the hyperon/baryon ratio, and N BT is the total baryonic number. All these quantities are evaluated for the neutron star with the maximum mass in the sequence. In addition, we have the compression modulus K and the nucleon effective mass 
͑38͒
As we add more and more baryonic species, the negative term in the numerator of Eq. ͑38͒ becomes more important, and we open the possibility for the scalar potential ͉S͉ to become greater than the free baryon masses. In fact, even if we had just considered nucleons, taking into account the difference in the neutron and proton masses, the negative term in the numerator would appear. However, since this difference is very tiny, a negative effective mass will emerge in practice only with the addition of hyperon degrees of freedom ͓29͔.
We could interpret the vanishing of the effective mass as a signal of a transition to a quark-gluon plasma phase. However, we should remember that our Lagrangian model does not encompass these underlying degrees of freedom. Additionally, as pointed out in Ref. ͓30͔, at such high densities and strong meson fields we have already reached a critical density where the production of baryon-antibaryon pairs is favored. In fact, this behavior of the effective mass may in- 
͑40͒
Some authors assumed ad hoc the modulus of M Ã in the above logarithm, when the problem of negative values appears. However, we can see from expression ͑40͒ that this emerges naturally from the symmetry of the integrals. Of course, different results would arise if we use ͉M Ã ͉ instead of M Ã in other expressions, e.g., the cubic term in the energy density expression for the BB model, since this can be rewritten
Finally, we want to stress that, in spite of the interesting issue of the physical interpretation of a negative effective mass, mathematically the QHD models continue to work even with M Ã Ͻ0.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have performed an analysis of the influence of nuclear matter properties on the structure of neutron stars, using a new class of QHD models with parametrized couplings among mesons and baryons. These couplings allow one to reproduce, through a suitable choice of mathematical parameters (,␤,␥), results of the Walecka and derivative coupling models such as ZM and ZM3 models. As we have shown above, this new class of relativistic models permits some control of the intensity of the scalar, vector, and, isovector meson mean-field potentials. In particular, we have scanned values of nuclear matter properties which correspond to intermediate region of predictions of the Walecka, ZM, and ZM3 models.
In this new class of models we considered two cases, the scalar case ͑which contains the results of the Walecka and ZM models͒ and the scalar-vector case ͑the ZM3 model belongs to this category͒. The exponential coupling models are obtained when we take the limit of the mathematical parameters going to infinity.
For nuclear matter, the S case gives reasonable results in the range ϳ0.05-0.07 and the S-V case gives better results for ϳ0.16-0.4. We showed results, allowing a variation of , for the radius, redshift ͑z͒ and hyperon/baryon ratio for the maximum mass of a neutron star sequence, considering hyperon, nucleon, and lepton degrees of freedom. Some models corresponding to the S-V case predict very small neutron star masses. The ZM model gives a maximum mass of approximately 1.6M ᭪ for a neutron star, while the ZM3 model, being too soft, leads to ϳ0.72M ᭪ as the limiting mass. We have also pointed out the strong similarity between the results of ZM-like models and those with exponential couplings. The sensibility of this approach to the specific choice of B and 0 was noted, with differences of the order of a half solar mass. Thus and extrapolation for neutron star densities from the fitting of B and 0 at saturation needs more precision in the choice of the values for these quantities.
For some values of in the S-V case, we have obtained negative values for the nucleon effective mass. We have shown how the differences in the baryonic bare masses explain this result; as discussed in the text, in practice the inclusion of hyperons is responsible for this behavior. These results indicate the existence of very intense scalar condensates in the interior region of neutron stars.
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APPENDIX: CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
Chemical reactions, e.g., AϩB CϩD, can be expressed in general, as a symbolic linear combination of its components ͓31͔:
For example, in the reaction n p ϩ ϩe Ϫ ϩ , for the coefficients we have n ϭϪ p ϭϪ e ϭϪ ϭ1.
We shall consider infinitesimal variations of the Gibbs potential ͓GϵG ( p,T,N i with the ratio dN j /dN i determined by the corresponding chemical reactions. Accordingly, if an element i suffers a variation i , the remaining elements will suffer a variation ( i / i ) j to maintain the stoichiometry of the reaction. As a result, we have dN j /dN i ϭ j / i , and we can write the condition of chemical equilibrium as
where the chemical potential of element i, i , is defined as T,p,N i j .
͑A5͒
In this way we observe that the chemical potentials obey the symbolic equation ͑A1͒, with the substitution of A i by i . In general, if a chemical reaction respects given conservation laws, the number of independent chemical potentials is equal to the number of these laws. In the following we consider two conservation laws; the electric charge and the baryon number. In this case we can express these laws, for a chemical reaction, as where q ei and q bi denote the electric and baryon charges of element i, respectively. As in this case we have N variables and two equations, we are able to express only two coefficients i in terms of the remaining NϪ2, which will be independent:
1 q e1 ϩ 2 q e2 ϭϪ ͚ 
